Year 3 Curriculum Map
This document outlines the areas of learning for your child this term. It has been
adjusted to take into account that this learning may not be taking place in school.
Summer 1
Biomes and Climate Zones
Literacy

Fiction
Poetry
Non-Fiction
Discussion Texts

Core Texts
Reading

The Lost Words
by Robert McFarlane
A range of story books and non-fiction texts will be
used for answering comprehension questions and
learning about our topics. These will be made
available online or via the home learning booklets.
Epic! Reader books (home reading books will be
assigned to children on this online platform)
Reading home books for pleasure
Storytime videos on DB Primary

Mathematics

Angles
Fractions
Time (Revision)

Science

Plants

Humanities

Biomes and Climate Zones
(Geography)

Art and Design

Landscapes: Van Gogh

PE and Health

Joe Wicks ‘PE with Joe’
Cosmic Yoga
GoNoodle
Available on Youtube

Music

ARK Music Curriculum

Computing

DB Primary Activities

Bentworth Road
London
W12 7AJ
Tel 020 87432527
info@arkbentworth.org
www.arkbentworth.org

Year 3 Home Learning
Learning Log: Pack 4
Support for Home Learning can be found at Y.3@arkbentworthprimary.org
Learning can be accessed through your child’s account on the following:
DB Primary
https://arkbentworth-lbhf.secure-dbprimary.com/
Mathletics
https://www.mathletics.com/uk/
Accelerated Reader
https://ukhosted40.renlearn.co.uk/2142174/
However, we recommend that this is in addition to the times below.
Please do not feel pressured to finish all the material in one week. However, we will continue to
give out new packs each week to ensure full coverage of the curriculum.

Reading

Writing

Maths

Spelling

Children should read for 30 minutes daily. Parents can also read books with
children as part of this activity. This week we are reading poems. Remember
poetry is to be performed, so read it more than once and out loud so you can
begin to hear the rhythm and enjoy. The pack also contains half of a story
for children to read for pleasure.
This week children are to do some research on an endangered aspect of nature,
either plant or animals, some examples are given. Using their research children
are to write an acrostic poem. Examples have been given inside the pack.
Children to tell the time to the nearest 5-minute interval on an analogue clock
as well as draw the hands to the nearest 5 minutes. Children to practise telling
the time on a digital clock. Children have riddle to solve by correctly identifying
the minutes around the face of a clock. Children to practise adding time by two
hours later. Children will then apply their knowledge of time to find how much
time a movie last for and the time that has passed between a chosen start time
and an end time.
Practise the words given in the list and write their definitions.
Choose two words from the list and write them in a full sentence.
Spelling will be uploaded weekly onto DB Primary.

The wider
Curriculum

We are starting a new topic on plants. Before you start reading the new
information bullet point everything you remember about plants from prior
learning.
Use the information to predict, plan, and start your plant growing investigation.
You will need a small cup (try and use one you can see through), some soil or
cotton and a bean.
We are starting our new topic, Climate and Biomes. In this unit we will be
learning about the different biomes across the world and looking closely at how
they support life around the world. In this week’s session pupils will need to
identify the continents on a map, label the seven main world climate zones
followed by identifying which continents are in which climate zones. Using the
information provided children will need to describe the typical climate of each
climate zone. To support this child can also search for videos on YouTube,
search typical polar climate zone for example. Lastly children will need to
explain and justify which image comes from each climate zone using the
knowledge they have acquired.
Aiming High, Achieving Together

Extra
Activities
Websites

-

-

Create a show for the whole family to enjoy
Help with the washing up or putting the laundry away
Check in on a friend by sending them a friendly message on DB primary
www.tate.org.uk
www.ypte.org.uk

-

Youtube- search Joe Wicks

-

BBC Bitesize – search acrostic poems

Many thanks for your continued support,
Mrs Felix and Miss Cox
Year 3

Aiming High, Achieving Together

Task 1.1

Task 1.2

TaskTask
2.1 1.3

For each analogue clock write the digital equivalent.

Task 2.1

Task 2.2

Task 2.3

Task 3.1

Task 3.2

Now use the coded clock to make your own riddle. Use the minute code to write your
code. See if someone at home can solve your time busting riddle.
Task 3.3

Solving problems with time
Worked example
Step one
Identify the start
time and the end
time. Use these times
to draw a time line.

Step three
Calculate how many minutes
past the hour until the end
time.

Step two
Calculate how many minutes until the
next hour.
Count in intervals you are confident in,
5s, 10, 15s.

Step four
Add your minutes/ hours together to
find the total time of the program.

TASK 4.1
Use the information about the Toptown cinema to calculate the length of each movie.
Task 4.2
Use the information to order the films from the shortest length of time to the longest
length of time.
Length (in hours and minutes)
The Lion Princess
Back to Wizardland
Space Attack!
The Fire

The final film finishes at 11:45pm. Doors
lose at midnight.
Task 5:1
First draw hands to set the first clock to a start time where both
hands are in the blue part of the clock. You choose the time.
Then draw hands to set the second clock to an end time where
both hands are in the blue part of the clock. Again, you are
choosing the time as long as both hands of your chosen time are
in the blue part of the coloured clock.
Finally, calculate how much time has passed between your start
time and your end time.
Example: chil.
My start time could be 07:35 . My end time could be quarter past
2.

02:15 PM
07:35 AM
I calculate how many minutes to the next hour, which is 8 o
clock. It takes 25 minutes to get to 8 o clock. Then I count hour
many hours to my end time hour. Form 8 to 2 o’clock it takes 6
hours. Then from 2 o clock to 2:15 it is 15 minutes. Add all your
time together to find out how much time has passed.
25min+6 hours+ 15 minutes= 6 hours and 40 minutes from start
time to end time.

Task 5.2

Task 5.3- for this task you just need a pen and pencil to answer the following questions

Reading comprehension- This week we will be focusing on poetry in our reading, writing and performing. I have
chosen a few poems from the books called ‘The lost words’ by Robert Macfarlane and Jackie Morris.
Take a moment to have a look at the front cover of
this book.
Task 1.1
Have a look at the illustrations and the font on the
front cover. What inferences can you make about
what type of poems will be in this book?
Use these sentence starters to structure the writing
of your inference.

I can infer that….
The illustration/ language/ font suggests
that….
I predict that the poetry in this book will be…….
because ……

Vocabulary
Vivid- powerful, clear images in the mind
Conjuring- the performance of tricks which seem magical
Absence- to be away from a place or person
Flit- to move swiftly and lightly
Summon- order someone to be present
Task 1.2- read the extract provided twice
Task 1.3- Answer the following questions about the
extract
A) What do all of the animals that are listed in the
first paragraph have in common?
B) Why do you think the author chose to describe
the words vanishing like ‘fading away like water
on stone’? what impact does that have on the
reader?
C) ‘You hold in your hands a spellbook for
conjuring back these lost words’.
What do you think the author means by this? Does
this book truly contain spells?
I think the author means that ……….

Once upon a time, words began to vanish
from the langauge of children. They
disappeared so quietly that at first no one
noticed- fading away like water on stone.
The words were those that children used to
name the natural world around them: acorn,
heather, kingfisher, otter, raven, willow,
wren…. all of them gone! The words were
becoming lost: no longer vivid in children’s
voices, no longer alive in their stoires.
You old in your hands a spellbook for
conjuring back these lost words. To read it
you will need to seek, find and speak. It
deals in things that are missing and things
that are hidden, in absences and
appearances. It is told in gold- the gold of
the goldfinches that flit through its pages in
charms- and it holds not poems but spells of
many kinds that might just, by the old,
strong magic of being spoken aloud, unfold
dreams and songs, and summon lost words
back into the mouth and the minds eye.

acorn
Vocabulary

acorn

Blizzard- a severe snow storm with high winds

As flake is to blizzard, as

Knot-

Curve is to sphere, as knot is to net, as

Spring- a point there water flows from under the
earth to the surface.

One is to many, as coin is to money, as bird
is to flock, as
Rock is to mountain, as drop is to fountain,
as spring is to river, as glint is to glitter, as
Near is to far, as wind is to weather, as
feather is to flight, as light is to star, as
kindness is to good, so acorn is to wood.

Glint- reflect small flashes of light
Task 2.1- read the acrostic poem twice.
Task 2.2- throughout the poem the author makes
comparisons of objects, animals and weather. Why
does he compare these things?
The author compares coin to money
because…….
Task 2.3- the author uses his comparison to show
that 1 makes many, that all coins make money,
that all snowflakes make a blizzard. Can you think
of 3 more examples of 1 that makes many?
Example: as seeds are to flowers, as splinters are to
wood, as waves are to the ocean

Writing
This week I want us to have a look at acrostic poems. We have looked at these in year 2 and year 1
previously. An acrostic poem is a poem where the first letter of each line spells a word. That word is the
subject, the main theme of the poem. The poems you have been reading in your reading comprehension
are acrostic poems about animals and plants that are becoming endangered.
Task 1.1- Research one plant or animal that has become endangered in the UK. Here is a short list that you
can choose from or use for an idea.
Bluebell, conker, fern, heron, kingfisher and magpie
In your research find think about what they look like; colours, textures. What do they sound like? Where
can they be found? Are the dangerous?
Task 1.2- Now that you have all the information about your chosen lost part of nature write your own
acrostic poem about it using the information you have found out. Try making comparisons to other aspects
of nature. Your poem does not have to rhyme, this is free verse poetry.

Acrostic poem examples
bluebell

adder

bluebell

adder

Blue flowers at the blue hourLate-day light in a bluebell wood.
Under branch, below leaf,
billows blue so deep, sea deep,
Each step is taken in an ocean.
Blue flows at the blue hour:
colour is current, undertow.
Enter the wood with care, my love,

A hank of rope in the late hot sun; a curl of bark; a
six, an eight:
for adder is as adder basks.
Deep in heather, coiled in gorse, sunk among the
winter stones:
for adder is as adder hides.
Darts, diamonds slides, sine- waves swerves, livewire curves of force:
for adder is as adder glides.

Lest you are pulled down by the hue,
Lost in the depths, drowned in the blue.

Echo of snake, self- escape, a left behind ghost:
for adder is as adder sheds.

Rustle of grass, sudden susurrus, what the eye
misses:
for adder is as adder hisses.

SPAG- Task 1

SPAG Task 2
Circle the correct spelling of each word

Fill in the gaps with the correct conjunction.

Sawuse

sauce

sause

Only use each word once.

Nite

nyte

night

Add ‘s’ or ‘es’ to each word to make it plural.
Banana ……….

because

if

that

William decided he would only go outside ……………….
It stopped raining. He wanted to go to the pond
…………………………. He enjoyed feeding the ducks. He

Dress …………..

had left out the bread ………………… he was going to

Bench …………

give to them.

Bush………….
Circle three words that belong to the
same word family as ‘write’.

Right

written

Rewrote

author

pencil
handwriting

Rewrite this passage without the eight errors.

Their was a strange house on the street. I hadnt seen it
befour. The windows wear borded up and it didnt luck
like anyone lived their.

Handwriting
Take 15 minutes twice a week to keep up your beautiful handwriting. It would be
great if as soon as we are back in school we could have a hudge increase in the
amount of pen licences. Take one handwriting phrase and practise on any lined
paper you have. Remembr to keep you tall letters tall, only your p, g and y should be
hanging off the line.

Our new topic this half term is Climate zones and Biomes. Use this
information to help you to complete the activities in your workbooks for
session 1.
For extra information search on YouTube- Climate Zones of the Earth - The
Dr. Binocs Show

Science
This half term we will be building on your knowledge of what we know about plants
and learning about their structure and function. Use the information provided in
the pack to help you to complete session one in your workbook.

Art:
This half term we are focusing on Post impressionism and looking at the artist
Van Gough.
Both Impressionism and Post-Impressionism refer to influential artistic movements in late 19thcentury France. Impressionism painted contemporary landscapes and scenes of modern life. The
Impressionists paid attention to the effect of light, atmosphere and movement.
Post-impressionists began to try new subjects, techniques, perspectives, and shapes to express
their thoughts and emotions in art. They used bolder colours and experimented more with the way
that they applied paint.’
The Artists that were involved in the Post Impressionism movement. Paul Cézanne, Paul
Gauguin, Vincent van Gogh and Georges Seurat. They favoured an emphasis on more
symbolic content, formal order and structure.
A little bit about Van Gogh:
Vincent van Gogh is one of the world’s most famous painters .Today, most people know the
name Vincent van Gogh. However, when he was alive, he was not very famous at all. Since his
death, he has become one of the most successful painters in history. People across the world
have admired his unique style. If you look closely at his paintings, the brushstrokes are broken
up. It is as if you can see each time Van Gogh put his brush on the canvas.
Task 1-Research some more about Van Gough and find your top 3 favourite paintings. Share
these on DB primary. Try BBC bitesize and the visit the Tate Gallery website.
Task 2
What can you see in this picture?
What colours?
Is this painting warm or cold?
Would you want to hang this painting in your
home?
There will be a weekly video upload of how to
complete our art tasks on DB primary.
This week we are creating a sketch book and
going to draw this sunflower painting. No
colouring – just pencil- looking at the picture
then looking at our drawing.- No rubbers! This is
just a practice!
You need plain or coloured paper- and a pencil.

Music
This is the song for this week: Justin
timberberlake – can’t stop the feeling.
Search on youtube .
Ah, yeah, ah, yeah
I got this feelin' inside my bones
It goes electric, wavy when I turn it on
All through my city, all through my home
We're flyin' up, no ceilin', when we in our
zone
I got that sunshine in my pocket
Got that good soul in my feet
I feel that hot blood in my body when it
drops (ooh)
I can't take my eyes up off it, movin' so
phenomenally
Room on lock, the way we rock it, so don't
stop
And under the lights when everything goes
Nowhere to hide when I'm gettin' you close
When we move, well, you already know
So just imagine, just imagine, just imagine
Nothin' I can see but you when you dance,
dance, dance
Feel a good, good creepin' up on you
So just dance, dance, dance, come on
All those things I shouldn't do
But you dance, dance, dance
And ain't nobody leavin' soon, so keep
dancin'
I can't stop the feelin'
So just dance, dance, dance
I can't stop the feelin'
So just dance, dance, dance, come on
Ooh, it's something magical
It's in the air, it's in my blood, it's rushin' on
(rushin' on)
I don't need no reason, don't need control
(need control)
I fly so high, no ceiling, when I'm in my zone
'Cause I got that sunshine in my pocket
Got that good soul in my feet
I feel that hot blood in my body when it
drops (ooh)
I can't take my eyes up off it, moving so
phenomenally
Room on lock, the way we rock it, so don't
stop (stop, stop, stop)
Under the lights when everything goes
Nowhere to hide when I'm gettin' you close
When we move, well, you already know
So just imagine, just imagine, just imagine
Change some of the lyrics by adding Year 3
and any other words that remind you of Year

3 in to make it the Year 3 song. Send Miss
Cox back the lyrics with the changed words.
I will pick one and then we can start learning
it!
Nothing I can see but you when you dance,
dance, dance
Feel a good, good, creepin' up on you
So just dance, dance, dance, come on
All those things I shouldn't do
But you dance, dance, dance
And ain't nobody leavin' soon, so keep
dancin'
I can't stop the feelin'
So just dance, dance, dance
I can't stop the feelin'
So just dance, dance, dance
I can't stop the feelin'
So just dance, dance, dance
I can't stop the feelin' (yeah)
So keep dancin', come on
Oh, yeah, yeah
I can't stop the, I can't stop the
I can't stop the, I can't stop the
I can't stop the feelin'
Nothin' I can see but you when you dance,
dance, dance (I can't stop the feelin')
Feel the good, good, creepin' up on you
So just dance, dance, dance, come on (I
can't stop the feelin')
All those things I shouldn't do
But you dance, dance, dance (dance,
dance, dance) (I can't stop the feelin')
And ain't nobody leavin' soon, so keep
dancin'
Everybody sing (I can't stop the feelin')
Got this feeling in my body (I can't stop the
feelin')
Got this feeling in my body (I can't stop the
feelin')
Wanna see you move your body (I can't stop
the feelin')
Got this feelin' in my body
Break it down
Got this feelin' in my body (ah)
Can't stop the feelin'
Got this feelin' in my body, come on (ooh)

French
Can you remember your French numbers up to 20?
One

Eleven

Two

Twelve

Three

Thirteen

Four

Fourteen

Five

Fifteen

Six

Sixteen

Seven

Seventeen

Eight

Eighteen

Nine

Nineteen

Ten

Twenty

NUMBERS WORDSEARCH
S E M
A E U
D A N
O S O
U Q R
Z D U
E O T
O N S
N E U
Z C I
E S E
H U I
N E X
D I
T
D O U

T S I
P T
N C E
F E
N T R O I
D Q S U O
D E U X S
N U I
T X
A E T D I
E T S E T
X F R S P
N D P E E
N T S A S
T N H U T
S N E U F
X S N E T
T Z E S M

You must find the numbers below.
Un. Deux. Trois. Quatre. Cinq.
Six. Sept. Huit. Neuf. Dix. Onze. Douze.

C I
N
D O V
S Q D
P H C
E I
T
I
C P
X I
E
I
N B
P Q M
J D S
H U T
I
D E
S T L
S I
T
N I
X

